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Thinking to himself, Nuliha asked: “The princess has already arrived at the royal court?”
Huh!
The lieutenant took a deep breath and responded, “I got the report just now, and I’m still
on the road more than ten kilometers away from Wang Ting. It is expected to arrive
soon.”
Nuliha nodded.
Princess Yiyi has not yet arrived at the royal court, so she still has time to deploy.
At this time, the lieutenant’s eyes flickered, and he stopped talking: “General… there is
another matter.”
“Speak!” Nuliha was inexplicably irritable and said coldly.
“The person who was caught in Dayan before.” The lieutenant wiped the cold sweat
from his forehead and said cautiously, “I escaped from the prison last night. .” The
last word fell, the lieutenant lowered his head deeply, did not dare to look at Nuliha, and
felt even more uneasy in his heart, you must know that he was also responsible for the
detention of Yue Feng.
What?
The fact that Princess Yiyi came back has already upset Nuliha. At this time, Yue Feng
was so proud that he fled, and he was even more angry
. I ordered that I immediately send troops to chase, and I will bring them back no matter
what.” The
man named Yue Feng knows how to arrange troops, but he is a little talented, and he
will rely on him to dominate the world in the future. How can people not get angry when
they run away?
“Yes, yes, the subordinates will definitely bring them back.” The lieutenant nodded again
and again.
After a series of troubles, Nuliha has no interest at this time. He looked back at the
queen and smiled evilly: “Queen, beauty, when I finish my business, I will come to you
for a good drink, haha…”

Immediately, Nuliha said to the lieutenant: “Send me to take good care of her, and you
must not walk around to let people know that the queen is here.”
“Yes, general!”
… On the
other side.
Yue Feng followed Princess Yiyi’s team and walked for a few more hours before finally
arriving at the royal court.
At this time, Yue Feng was very depressed. When passing by the lakeside, Yue Feng
wanted to leave several times on the road, but Nie Hongxue watched him die, and there
was no chance at all.
call!
At this moment, looking at the lively Wang Ting in front of him, Yue Feng took a deep
breath, feeling indescribable in his heart.
Mad, who gave his life before, managed to escape from here, but he didn’t expect that
he would come back in less than a day.
Is this God’s will?
When he entered the royal court, he saw that Nuliha’s soldiers were guarding all the
entrances, and they strictly checked the passing personnel, but Yue Feng was not
worried.
More importantly, Yue Feng was in Princess Yiyi’s team, and these soldiers had ten
courage and did not dare to interrogate them.
Soon, the team entered the Golden Temple.
When they arrived at the palace where the princess was resting, Nie Hongxue asked
the guards to retreat, and then ordered someone to prepare tea for Princess Yiyi. The
journey was exhausting, and she was really tired.
Everyone was busy, only Yue Feng stood at the door, looking very abrupt.
“Sister Hongyu!”
At this time, Princess Yiyi saw Yue Feng and immediately said to Nie Hongxue, “Go and
call the doctor and show him.” Although she was a little tired, she never forgot to save
people. thing.

Nie Hongxue Xiumei frowned. The princess is really kind. Before this person’s origins
were found out, she brought him into the bedroom and had to treat him.
Although she was a little helpless, Nie Hongxue nodded and asked someone to go to
the Golden Temple doctor.
Soon the doctor invited over, first bowed to Princess Yiyi, and then began to take Yue
Feng’s pulse under the princess’s signal.
“Princess!”
At this moment, Nie Hongxue walked up to Princess Yiyi and said in a low voice, “I think
this person is very suspicious. He said that he was seriously ill, which may be false.”
“If the doctor can’t find out the problem later, I will Put him in jail and interrogate him
properly.”
When he was on the road before, it was inconvenient to say, but now that he was in the
bedroom, Nie Hongxue felt that he could no longer hide the princess.
What?
Hearing this, Princess Yiyi was stunned for a while, and couldn’t help but say: “Sister
Hongxue, are you thinking too much? I am sincere to him, he… he should not lie to me.”
“Is it true? , I’ll know after seeing the doctor’s diagnosis.” Nie Hongxue responded.
Their voices were very small, but Yue Feng could still hear them clearly.
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Uh…
For a time, Yue Feng was dumbfounded, speechless, this woman Nie Hongxue is too
meticulous, thinking about my identity all the time.
Well, since that’s the case, I’ll play with you again and play tricks in secret.
After making up his mind, Yue Feng mobilized the power of the Faye Red Lotus to
secretly change the aura in his body, causing the meridians to become confused…
Although Yue Feng’s Yuanshen was almost exhausted and he was unable to fight the
enemy, there was no problem in changing the aura in his body.
“Strange…”

At this moment, feeling the breath in Yue Feng’s body, the doctor frowned and was
shocked.
There is such a chaotic pulse in the world…
“Doctor!”
Seeing the doctor’s changing expression, Princess Yiyi couldn’t help but ask: “How is
this person? What is the disease?” The
doctor released his hand and looked deeply at first. Yue Feng glanced.
“Return to Princess!” In the
next second, the doctor respectfully said to Princess Yiyi: “This person’s pulse is
disordered and his breath is very weak. If he doesn’t take care of it in time, he is afraid
of his life.”
Well!
Hearing this, Princess Yiyi nodded, then glanced at Nie Hongxue and couldn’t help but
smile.
It seemed that Sister Hongxue was too cautious.
This man is indeed seriously ill.
This is impossible.
However, Nie Hongxue’s delicate body trembled, her delicate face was full of surprise,
she stared at Yue Feng closely, her eyes were full of complexities.
On the way before, I secretly observed countless times, this person’s breath is smooth,
and there is nothing wrong with it, why suddenly, the breath is disordered?
This guy must be weird.
It seems… I still saw him too clearly before.
Muttering in her heart, Nie Hongxue walked over quickly and grabbed Yue Feng’s hand,
ready to feel it for herself.
“Aiya!”

Seeing her face, Yue Feng knew that the woman didn’t believe it, but he still had a
flattered expression on his face: “Will Guard Nie also give me a pulse? How
embarrassing is this?”
“Stop talking nonsense!” Nie Hongxue He said something coldly, and then he felt it, and
his eyebrows were furrowed.
The breath is really messed up…
“Okay!”
At this moment, Princess Yiyi came over and said to Nie Hongxue: “This person is
honest and honest at first sight, how could he deceive me?”
Hearing the princess Nie Hongxue let go of her hand unwillingly.
Immediately, Princess Yiyi said to the doctor: “He is in such a dangerous condition, can
he still be cured?”
The
doctor pondered for a while, and then said: “Reporting to the princess, this is the first
time I have encountered this situation. , how about this, I’ll prescribe some medicine for
him first.”
Princess Yiyi nodded.
At this moment, Yue Feng looked grateful and said to Princess Yiyi, “Thank you for your
kindness, Princess Yiyi, I really can’t repay you.”
Princess Yiyi waved her hand, indicating that you’re welcome, and smiled: “You are
here to recuperate for the time being. Well, let Sister Hongxue arrange a place for you
later.”
“Thank you, Princess Ende!”
Yue Feng responded, and then clasped his fists at Nie Hongxue: “Wait a minute.”
Haha….
When he said this, Yue Feng had a polite face, but secretly laughed in his heart.
This Nie Hongxue, from the beginning to now, has been trying to reveal my true identity,
but all of them have failed. At this time, I must be very angry.
Nie Hongxue snorted lightly, ignoring it!

“Get ready!”
At this moment, Princess Yiyi thought of something, and said to the maid beside her,
“I’m going to see Father Khan later …” Before she finished
speaking, a guard hurried in. Sweaty: “Princess, princess…”
“Bold!”
Nie Hongxue frowned and shouted tenderly, “Princess bedroom, do you want to die
when you yell?”
Princess Yiyi was kind-hearted and said softly: “What happened, don’t be in a hurry,
speak slowly.” Poof
!
The guard knelt on the ground all of a sudden, his face full of grief: “Princess, we just
got the news that Wang Khan was assassinated last night, unfortunately he returned to
heaven, the cash hall has already set up a mourning hall…”
What?
Hearing this, Nie Hongxue’s expression changed.
Princess Yiyi’s body trembled even more, and the tea cup in her hand fell to the ground.
She stared blankly at the guard, thinking she had heard it wrong: “What did you say?
Father Khan was assassinated…”
The guard nodded . , grief-stricken.
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Om!
It was certain that it was a fact. Princess Yiyi only felt a buzz in her head, and her eyes
were blackened, and she almost fainted. Heart is even more sad.
How could this be?
I just left for a few days and went to pay homage to my ancestors, why did my father
Khan die?
Yue Feng, who was standing beside him, was also stunned.
Wang Khan was assassinated?

“Impossible!”
At this moment, Nie Hongxue was the first to react, frowning and said, “Although Wang
Khan is old, his body has always been tough. An ordinary assassin can’t hurt him at all.
How could he be assassinated?
” Falling down, Princess Yiyi also calmed down and nodded in agreement: “Yes, father
Khan is very strong, no one can hurt him, it must be fake, fake…” She
said this, but her tears couldn’t stop. flow down.
Shasha…
At this time, there was a sound of footsteps outside the bedroom, and then, Nuliha’s
voice sounded outside the door: “Nuliha, the last general, came here to see the
princess.”
Princess Yiyi endured her grief and lowered her voice. The voice : “Please come in!”
The
voice fell, and Nuliha strode in, with bright armor and indescribable high spirits.
But there was a look of sadness on his face.
Mad!
Seeing Nuliha, Yue Feng was furious. Mad, if he hadn’t been brought to the Hu people
by this man, he wouldn’t have ended up so miserably.
This Nuliha is sinister and despicable, and he took the initiative to find the princess,
there must be nothing good.
Forget it, let’s look at the situation first.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng stood aside and watched the changes.
At this time, Yue Feng still had mud on his face, and he was not afraid of Nuliha’s
recognition.
“Princess!”
When he got to the front, Nuliha saluted and said hypocritically: “I learned that the
princess has returned to the royal court, but I will not be able to meet you at the end,
and I hope to forgive my sins.”

Speaking of which, Nuliha was already in control at this time. After the entire royal court,
there is no need to take Princess Yiyi in the eye, but he is only a general in name, and
according to the etiquette, he also needs to bow.
“Nuriha!”
Princess Yiyi endured her grief and asked slowly: “Father Khan was assassinated, what
happened?”
Shuh!
The voice fell, and the eyes of Nie Hongxue, Yue Feng, and the people around them
also looked at Nuliha, waiting for his answer.
In the face of everyone’s gaze, Nuliha sighed and said with a heavy tone: “It’s like this,
the queen and the golden palace guard Shi Heng conspired to kill Wang Khan, and last
night they sent assassins to assassinate Concubine Yu in the palace… “
At that time, I happened to have something important to report to Wang Khan, but in the
end, I had to go one step later.”
When he said this, Nuliha pretended to be very sad: “The last general is incompetent,
and I fought against the assassin a few times. ” After a few rounds, I finally let him run.”
Hearing
these words, Princess Yiyi’s body trembled, she stumbled back a few steps and almost
fell, her face was pale, and her heart was extremely sad.
Nie Hongxue hurried forward and supported Princess Yiyi.
Not right.
Yue Feng frowned secretly, noticed the change in Nuliha’s expression, and realized that
it was not so simple at this time.
This Nuliha went to Wang Khan in the middle of the night to report the matter, which is a
doubtful point, and the conspiracy of the queen and the commander of the Golden
Temple is even more unreasonable!
“How is this possible?”
At this moment, Princess Yiyi calmed down and endured the pain and said, “The queen
and her father are very fond of each other, so how could it be possible to murder him
with Shi Heng?”

Although the queen is not Yiyi The princess’ biological mother, but she has always
treated her very well and treated her as her own. In Princess Yiyi’s heart, the queen is
gentle and kind, and she is kind and kind.
“Princess!”
Nuliha’s eyes flickered, and he quickly said: “People in the world are unpredictable, and
some people know their faces but don’t know their hearts. When the assassin fled that
night, the hosta that fell from his body was the queen’s, and yesterday above the golden
hall, the end will question When I was the queen, Shi Heng interrupted several times,
and even attacked me in public.”
“Many people have seen the situation at that time, this is an indisputable fact…”
Hearing this, Princess Yiyi’s heart suddenly became confused. Up and silent, she has
been favored since she was a child, and she has never encountered such a thing.
call!
Nie Hongxue, who was next to him, exhaled softly, and Xiumei frowned, “There must be
something else hidden in this matter.” While speaking, Nie Hongxue looked at Nuliha
with suspicion.
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This Nuliha must have lied.
Swish!
Hearing this, Nuliha’s face sank, and he looked at Nie Hongxue coldly: “What do you
mean? Do you think this general is lying?” It was just the bodyguard beside the
princess, who dared to question me, it was really courting death.
Nie Hongxue said lightly: “How dare I question the general, I just think this matter is a
little unusual.”
When speaking, Nie Hongxue was indifferent, but her eyes were reserved. Speaking of
which, she was not afraid of Nuliha at all, it was just her The duty is to protect the
princess, so there is no need to go toe-to-toe with Nuriha.
Nuliha snorted coldly and said to Princess Yiyi: “Princess, the assassin has not been
caught yet, considering the safety of the princess, in order to prevent the assassin from
coming again, the last commander is already in the north of Wangting City and has
specially prepared a residence, so, I beg the princess to move away immediately.”

When he said this, Nuliha’s face was full of sincerity, and there was a hint of
treacherousness in his eyes.
Yes, in order to completely control the situation, Nuliha decided to put Princess Yiyi
under house arrest.
Ha ha…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng sneered secretly.
There is really something wrong with this Nuliha. On the surface, he is servile, but
secretly, he is full of bad water. For the sake of the princess’ safety, this is all about
putting the princess under house arrest.
After all, this is the safest place in the entire royal court, and he has prepared a
residence on the back of the royal court.
Its unpredictable.
Naturally, Nie Hongxue understood Nuliha’s intentions very well, and immediately said
lightly, “The princess is safest to stay in the palace, and she won’t go anywhere.”
This Nuliha city is very deep, maybe it is Wang Khan who killed him, and now he said
that he wants to protect the princess, and he has arranged a residence in the north of
Wangting City. Maybe there is an ambush there. Once the princess passes, she will
lose her freedom.
“Bastard!”
At this moment, Nuliha couldn’t hold back any longer, and glared at Nie Hongxue: “This
general is talking to the princess, but why do you keep interrupting?”
Feeling Nuliha’s anger, Nie Hongxue did not panic at all. He responded coldly: “I’m just
thinking about the safety of the princess.”
“You…”
Nuliha shouted angrily, clenching the long knife around his waist: “I think you’re courting
death.”
Nie Hongxue stared straight at the expressionless face. Nouriha, no lie.
For a time, the two sides were at each other’s throats, and the atmosphere was
indescribably solemn.
“Nuriha!”

At this moment, Princess Yiyi’s delicate face was full of displeasure: “What do you want
to do? Do you want to do it at this princess’ place?” The voice was not loud, but it was
full of aura.
call!
Nuliha took a deep breath, suppressed his anger, bowed his head and said, “The last
will not dare.”
Seriously, at this time Nuliha really wanted to defeat Nie Hongxue and put Princess Yiyi
under house arrest, but he had just assumed power and the foundation was Unstable, if
you really want to do it, I am afraid that it will cause people’s dissatisfaction.
Princess Yiyi didn’t talk nonsense, and said lightly: “I won’t go anywhere, just stay here,
my father died strangely, I must thoroughly investigate the truth.”
After speaking, Princess Yiyi glanced at Nuliha: “You first Go out, this princess should
be quiet.”
“Yes, princess!”
Nuliha nodded, turning around and striding out of the bedroom.
When he got outside, Nuliha’s face suddenly turned hideous. Do you want to investigate
the truth? It’s so naive. Before dawn, I’ll let you go down and reunite with that old thing
Wang Khan.
In the bedroom at this time.
“Father Khan…”
Seeing Nuliha leave, Princess Yiyi thought of Wang Khan’s tragic death and couldn’t
help crying again.
Nie Hongxue sighed and stepped forward to comfort him: “Princess, people cannot be
resurrected from the dead, don’t be too sad, the most important thing now is to find out
the truth.”
After speaking, Nie Hongxue hesitated, and finally said: “I I think Nuliha is the most
suspicious, and the queen was slandered by him.”
“Then…”
Princess Yiyi choked, her heart was in a mess, and she had no clue: “Sister Hongxue,
what should we do next?”

Nie Hongxue thought After thinking for a while, “you must first find a way to rescue the
queen. Leave this to me.”
“Okay, Sister Hongxue, you have to be careful.” Princess Yiyi nodded.
Nie Hongxue responded, and quickly went to prepare, and at the same time arranged a
place for Yue Feng.
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Time flew by, and it was night in a blink of an eye.
In the bedroom, Princess Yiyi couldn’t rest and was still sad.
At the same time, he was also secretly worried about Nie Hongxue.
“Princess!”
At this moment, Nie Hongxue walked in quickly, her delicate face full of complexity.
Princess Yiyi quickly stood up: “Sister Hongxue, how is it? Have you rescued the
queen?” As she spoke, her eyes were full of anticipation.
well!
Nie Hongxue shook her head and sighed softly, “I went to the prison just now, but there
was no queen in it at all. Later, I arrested a soldier guarding the prison. He said that the
queen was taken away during the day, and as for where to take it, it was not allowed.
You know.”
Hearing this, Princess Yiyi was immediately worried: “How could this happen?”
Nie Hongxue thought for a while, and said slowly, “I suspect that the queen is in
Nuliha’s hands, and she is only Nuliha’s general. The manor is heavily guarded, I tried it
just now, and I didn’t have the chance to enter the investigation, so I came back and
explained the situation to the princess.”
Princess Yiyi nodded: “Sister Hongxue has worked hard.”
“Princess, you’re welcome.”
Nie Hongxue smiled lightly. “It’s my duty to protect your safety and share your worries.
Princess, don’t worry, I will help you find out the truth.”

After speaking, Nie Hongxue called dozens of guards to guard the surroundings of the
bedroom closely, and left the bedroom to prepare Visit Nuliha’s General’s Mansion
again at night.
correct!
Just outside the bedroom, Nie Hongxue suddenly thought of something, and the figure
of Yue Feng appeared in his mind.
This person is weird everywhere. First, he was stung by a poisonous scorpion, and then
he was found by the doctor to have a disordered pulse. The most important thing was
that on the vast grassland, he happened to be on the way back to the princess.
Is there any connection between him and Wang Khan’s assassination?
Could it be…he was secretly sent by Nuliha to approach the princess on purpose?
If it is, it’s horrible.
For a time, the more Nie Hongxue thought about it, the more frightened she became.
Before she could think about it, she immediately rushed to the room where Yue Feng
was resting.
At this moment.
In the room behind the bedroom.
Yue Feng sat there cross-legged, silently cultivating and recovering.
Princess Yiyi is kind-hearted, and her kindness is difficult to accept. In addition, there
are guards everywhere around the palace, and Yue Feng can’t leave at all. In this case,
she has to hurry up and recover.
Squeak!
At this moment, the door was suddenly pushed open, and then a slender figure rushed
in quickly.
Yue Feng immediately opened his eyes and saw Nie Hongxue’s pretty face with frost
and frost, holding a long sword and looking at him coldly.
What’s the situation?
At that time, Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, then he squeezed out a smile and
said, ” Guardian Nie…”

Before he finished speaking, Nie Hongxue interrupted coldly: “Who are you? Did Nuliha
send you to murder the princess? Hurry up.” His tone was cold and unquestionable.
Damn… this girl is sick.
Faced with the questioning, Yue Feng was very speechless, and immediately said: “I
don’t know Nuliha at all, how could he be sent by him? Besides, the princess is so good
to me, how could I harm him?”
“I still don’t admit it? “
However, Nie Hongxue didn’t believe it at all, and was too lazy to talk nonsense at the
time: “Since you don’t tell the truth, don’t blame me.”
Buzz!
When the last word fell, Nie Hongxue drew out his long sword and stabbed directly at
Yue Feng’s heart.
Seeing Nie Hongxue stabbing with a sword, Yue Feng was taken aback. He jumped off
the bed in an instant, quickly dodged away, and then shouted, “Aiya, if Guard Nie has
something to say, just do it?”
Although Yue Feng did not recover. Strength, but dodging this sword is not difficult.
“Stop talking nonsense!” Nie Hongxue
stabbed the air with a sword, more convinced of her guess, and shouted coldly: “You
can even avoid my sword, how dare you say that you are an ordinary person?”
He stabbed towards Yue Feng again.
She’s such a mad woman, she’s going to fight and kill at every turn.
In the face of this situation, Yue Feng complained and had no choice but to continue to
dodge.
boom!
At this moment, there was a sudden vibration from the front bedroom, and then many
guards were heard shouting.
“Assassins, there are assassins!”
“Quick, protect the princess.”

